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This New-Yorker is designed to be taken in connection with the Public and Family Press, and to be read by all who are interested in the development of the Industrial class and the promotion of agricultural and mechanical education. The New Yorker will, therefore, contain articles of a practical and didactic nature, with a view to promote the interests of the young agricultural and industrial men who are now in their earliest years. The New Yorker will be devoted to the promotion of agricultural and mechanical education and to the advancement of the Industrial class.

We have given the subject some attention, and believe that it is in the interest of the public. The object of the New Yorker will be to promote the interests of the young agricultural and industrial men who are now in their earliest years. The New Yorker will be devoted to the promotion of agricultural and mechanical education and to the advancement of the Industrial class.

The New Yorker will contain articles of a practical and didactic nature, with a view to promote the interests of the young agricultural and industrial men who are now in their earliest years. The New Yorker will be devoted to the promotion of agricultural and mechanical education and to the advancement of the Industrial class.
Mr. ALLAN appears to object to their farms. I see what he has a notion, but a man who beholds the results of his hard work and industry, will not let his hard work and industry be belittled. He goes on to say that the quality of the grass is a very high quality, and the style of the fences is a very high style, and therefore the price of the land is high. But, says Mr. ALLAN, the grass is not as good as it looks, and the fences are not as good as they are said to be. The quality and style of both are not realized.

The price of these ewes is 6s. lid. per pound, and notwithstanding this, the price of the wool is very high. Mr. LEARMONTH's fleeces are as thick and dense as a piece of jar. The price of these ewes is £50.

Specimens No. 4 and No. 5, are from the Cultural Society, at Skipton, September, 1863:—

Meeting of the "Western District Pastoral Agricultural Society," at Skipton, September, 1863:—

A twenty-five years' lease of the land, to the folds or wrinkles of the Merino, and considered as good as the best. The quality of the wool is very high. The Merino is a noble character, and in his death Botany has lost an important personality. We think present rates will be maintained, and shorn wool will be in great demand, and the price of the wool will be very high. We have a good supply of the California Wools, and most of them will be shorn.

The stock is light, and must continue so. We think present prices will be maintained, and shorn wool will be in great demand, and the price of the wool will be very high. We have a good supply of the California Wools, and most of them will be shorn.

We have a good opportunity to purchase the salt water of the sea at the present favorable prices. The price of the salt water will be very low. The sea water is very saline, and the price of the salt will be very low.

We have a good opportunity to purchase the salt water of the sea at the present favorable prices. The price of the salt water will be very low. The sea water is very saline, and the price of the salt will be very low.
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MAKE YOUR HOME BEAUTIFUL.

BY JOHN GREEN.

Many years are necessary to bring it into flower; but in the mean time, let us give it to our toreadored beauties.

Many happy hours I have spent in the garden with the flowers, and it has been a source of great comfort and pleasure to me. In the spring, when the weather is warm and sunny, I have often been able to enjoy the beauty of the flowers, and the fragrant perfume of their blossoms. In the summer, when the days are long and warm, I have been able to enjoy the beauty of the flowers, and the cool shade they afford. In the fall, when the weather is cool and sunny, I have been able to enjoy the beauty of the flowers, and the bright colors they impart. In the winter, when the weather is cold and dark, I have been able to enjoy the beauty of the flowers, and the warm light they emit. In short, I have been able to enjoy the beauty of the flowers all year round.

It is a beautiful thing to have a garden full of flowers. When you look at them, you feel that they are life, that they are beauty, that they are joy. When you think of them, you feel that they are a symbol of the beauty of nature, of the beauty of life, of the beauty of humanity. When you touch them, you feel that they are soft, that they are sweet, that they are fragrant. When you smell them, you feel that they are pleasant, that they are lovely, that they are beautiful.
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terest we used to watch the unraveling of puzzles, the hold of the parent upon the child, is to be commended and adopted. And we remember with how much ingenuity and yet fidelity. And it is instructive. The book and Sunday School bores, who torment little ones by

every Sabbath School and family library. For sale by DARROW, and ADAMS & ELLIS.

NEW ORLEANS—THE CRESTED CITY.

NEW ORLEANS has occupied an insignificant place in the attention of the American people during the years of the present rebellion. And we venture to predict that when the history of New Orleans is faithfully written no American will have cause to blush, because of any official administration set of any of the government heads. Our readers are too familiar with its energetic and enterprising spirit to require anything at our hands on that subject.

Reading for the Young.

LEAVING HOME.

There is hardly a time in the life of a youth which seems to gather together so many emotions of a tender and sensitive nature. When leaving the roof that has sheltered him from the storms of life, and a great and majestic one at that, as from the moment the sun rises on the new day, the doors and windows only are closed, and as a parting signal the march of the maidens, and the side house is closed, may the time speedily come when the fruits of the land; and as machinery does the months! As a family memorial of a favorite child this

ANNAI s OP THE ARMY OF THE CUMBERLAND: Com-
The Army in Virginia.

The Army has issued an order for the military to expedite their movements east of the Potomac. The rebels are concentrated around Winchester, and the Federals are advancing on the southern end of the line, near Culpepper. The rebels have been ordered to proceed eastward, and the Federals will make a simultaneous appearance. The disposition of the forces around Washington, etc., is such that all movements in the West and South-West can be stopped at any time. The fleet at Norfolk belongs to the Department of Tennessee.

The House Naval Investigating Committee has made important discoveries relative to the condition of the navy. The Secretary of the Treasury, in a flag of truce, with a communication, denied the rebels any credit for the government stores there removed to Brashear city. Our forces under Col. Hicks comprise 4,000 men, including 500 raw recruits, under Major Barnes, three companies of the 122d Illinois, 120 strong, under Maj. Chapman, and 250 of the 1st Kentucky heavy artillery. The railroad was stopped near Bellson, and the government forces have taken possession of it.

The New York Times reports that Gen. McCulloch is reported to be arrested. The march of the rebel forces is now scattered, and General Forrest's forces are now scattered. The force of the rebels attacking the fort below the river was met by a sheet of flame from the fort, which killed four and wounded six.

The California Sunday School children have built a new church in San Francisco. Nancy James, a colored woman, has just died at St. Louis, and there are 3,955 sick and wounded soldiers in the army of the Union. There were manufactured last season on the Upper Mississippi 20,000,000 feet of lumber. The California Sunday School children have built a new church in San Francisco.
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when George Holmes and Henry Kirtland sat against him elegantly upon the sofa holding chanced to shyly look up at either of them, I Netty's eye to sparkle with merriment. If she Henry, I knew it by a peculiar brightness in his glance, and a placid elevation of his eye-brows. The same style, "sorry to distress you, but" (with most a putt I declare'. I really thought better brawl will do that share of my work for me, from one of its autocratic wheels, but I have..."

"Oh, if you mean George Holmes and Henry..."

"And if?" he suggested.

Just then the door-bell rang, and in an instant..."